Day Guest Pass

Member Name: 

Guest Name: 

Requirements and limitations:
- Guest must sign waiver, countersigned by member host, stapled to pass every time.
- Guest must follow the Policies and Bylaws of Bridgewire.
- Guest may only use hand tools and electronics lab equipment.
- Guests may not use Bridgewire or community materials.
- Member host must be present while guest is in facility.
- Member host is responsible for their guest’s behavior and adherence to policies.
- Members are allowed to use a pass 2 times per month.
(If additional pass usage is needed contact a director or officer)

Bridgewire - 1055 Industrial Way Ste 20 Sparks, NV 89431 

Visititation Date: 20

Instructions:
Print this sheet. You as a member are limited to using 2 passes (Coupons) per month. If you have a larger group or a large influx of visitors, talk with an officer or director to get permission for additional pass usage.

The purpose of the passes is for members to bring in family, friends, or associates who are interested in the space and show an interest in joining. The pass provides an opportunity to checkout and use the space before joining. You may also use the pass to bring in a helper on your project with limited tool access.
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